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Who / What are we
•

industry association for all aspects of regulated cross border funds in
Ireland
o representative function
o promotional function

•

137 member firms, located both in and outside Ireland

•

key link to the authorities & policy makers in Ireland and beyond

•

the industry’s representative in Europe and globally

•

a platform for collaboration, information sharing and driving
outcomes & improvement
irishfunds.ie

The Irish Funds Industry
•
•

•

supports managers from all over
the world

Fund Manager
986

Irish Administered Funds

full range of services for Irish
domiciled funds as well as
providing expert services for
funds domiciled outside of Ireland

Irish Domiciled
Funds
€2.5 trillion

Non Domiciled
Funds
€2 trillion

UCITS €1.8
trillion

solutions are provided to
managers across the full
spectrum of investment strategies

AIF
€630 billion

irishfunds.ie

Total Assets Under Administration
Irish Domiciled and Non-Domiciled Fund Assets - € bn
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237
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964

1,055
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1,899
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2017

Sep-18

2,085

0
Source: Central Bank of Ireland
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2015
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Ireland in absolute and relative terms
Population

Ireland

Europe

World

4.81
million

742.79
million

7.65
billion

0.65%

0.06%

€15.12
trillion

€45.65
trillion

16.4%

5.4%

Ireland as a % of

Regulated Investment Fund Assets

€2.49
trillion

Ireland as a % of

•

Ireland is a centre of global excellence in funds both in an European and
global context

•

Millions of EU and global savers utilise the skills and expertise that exist
here

•

Functioning EU passports are central to this

Sources:
Population: www.worldometers.info
Regulated Fund Assets: www.Efama.org

irishfunds.ie

Conclusion
EU Member & Strategically Positioned
+
International Hub for Globally Distributed Investment Funds
+
Unrivalled Experience and Expertise in the Widest Range of
Fund Structures

irishfunds.ie

爱尔兰驻上海领事馆副总领事

Deputy Consul General,
Consulate General of Ireland,
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Aileen Murray
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Development and Internalization of Mutual Fund Industry in China

Mr. DONG LIQING
January 18, 2019
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Remarkable Achievements in the Past 20 Years

Steady and Rapid Growth of China Fund Industry in the Past 20 Years
China Mutual Fund Industry AuM (USD Tn)
4.5

4.1
Mutual fund

4.0

4.0

Segregated acount

3.5

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
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Participants of Mutual Fund Industry
Mutual fund managers

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

FOF
0%

Sino-foreign joint ventures

44

Domestic companies

75

QDII Equity
1%
6%
Bond
23%

MMF
58%

Hybrid
12%

Equity

868

Bond

1471

Hybrid

2303

MMF

331

FOF

24

QDII

141

Others
Total

Equity

Bond

Hybrid

MMF

FOF

Note:1. The exchange rate is the end-of-month renminbi against the dollar from People’s Bank of China, i.e.,
6.8632; 2, The data of Participants of Mutual Fund Industry is from AMAC as of November 2018; 3. The data of
Mutual Fund Products is from Galaxy Securities Research Center as of end of 2018; 4. *average annualized
return for equity and bond funds is calculated from September 11, 2001 to the end of 2017.

QDII

Others

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Average Annualized Return for
Equity and Bond Funds*

Varieties of Mutual Fund Products
AuM
Number

119

2013

9
5147

16.50%

7.20%

6.00%
2.80%

Equity

SSE
Composite
Index

Bond

3-Year
Benchmark
Deposit Rate
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Shanghai Is The Most Important Center Of Mutual Fund Industry

Mutual Fund Managers

Number of Products

Mutual Fund AUM

57（48%）

1925（35%）

0.67 USD Tn（35%）

Source: WIND as of December 2018
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A Sound Framework Established by Absorbing International Experience

Independent
Custody

Portfolio Investment

Fair Trading

Daily Valuation

Information
Disclosure

Suitability

6

Enriching Cross-border Investment Channels with Steady Progress of
Internationalization

•

•

Diversified Cross-border Investment Channels

In 2002, the first joint venture fund company was
established.

• QFII
• RQFII
• QFLP
• Shanghai/Shenzhen-Hong Kong
Stock Connect (Northbound)
• Bond Connect
• Inter-bank Direct Investment
• Mutual Recognition of Funds

As of 2018 Q4,
44 joint venture fund companies in the industry

24 fund companies have established subsidiaries
in Hong Kong, and some institutions have set up
subsidiaries in Europe and other regions

•

Mutual recognition of funds has made progress
orderly.

14 northbound mutual recognition funds and 50
southbound mutual recognition funds have been
approved

China
Onshore

Offshore
• QDII
• RQDII
• QDLP/QDIE
• Hong-Kong Stock Connect
(Southbound)
• Mutual Recognition of Funds
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Tremendous Potential of Development in New Era

The Development of Economy and Accumulation of Wealth Create Great Potential for
Mutual Fund Industry
•
Compared with developed markets, the proportion of China mutual funds AuM to GDP is relatively low. As of the end of 2017, the total AuM of mutual
funds is USD 1.8 Trillion, which only accounts for 14% of China's GDP.
•
The high-net-worth population has grown rapidly. As of December 2016, the number of high-net-worth people in mainland China is about 1.54 Million,
and it is expected to reach 1.87 Million in 2017.

The Proportion of Mutual Funds AuM to GDP in 2017

2006~2017E The Total Number of High-net-worth People (RMB 10K)
180

114%

187

160

158
135

140

90%

120
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104
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60
14%

40
20

30
18

France

United
Kingdom

Germany

Japan

China

43

26
3 1
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14 15

11 12

0
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1000万-5000万
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Note: High-net-worth people refer to people with investable assets of over RMB 10 Million
Source: Bain & China Merchants Bank "2017 China Private Wealth Report; the data of proportion of mutual fund
to GDP is from ICI and World Bank
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5000万-1亿
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>1亿
>100Mn
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The Development of Direct Financing and Multi-level Capital Markets Improve the
Quality of Assets

Underlying Asset

Regulation

Capital Flow

•

Normalizing IPO for equity market.

•

Intensifying supervision.

•

Improving delisting mechanism.

•

Improving rules and regulation.

included into the MSCI Emerging Markets

•

Increasing cash pay-out dividends ratio of

•

Advancing techniques.

Index.

listed company.
•

•

Increasing the support for new
technologies and new industries.

•

•

On June 1, 2018, A-share is officially

On Sep 27, 2018, A-share is officially
included into the FTSE Russell.

•

In April 2019, China’s government bonds

Encouraging the development of futures

and policy bank bonds will be included in

and derivatives market.

Bloomberg-Barclay Global Aggregate
Index.

Source: China Fund News, Shanghai Securities Journal
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The Advancement and Application of Fintech is Impetus to the Ecological
Transformation of Mutual Fund Industry
•

As of June 2018, China's Internet users reached 802 million, which covered the national population 57.7%, increasing by
3.8% compared with the end of 2017. And as of end of 2017, the Chinese e-commerce market accounted for 40% of the
global market share.

•

The e-commerce platform of China's fund industry is characterized as rapid growth and wide coverage, benefiting from the
development of technology.

Big data

Remodeling Business Process

High attention to the application
of new technologies.

Cloud
computing
Blockchain

Compliance &
risk
management

Artificial
Intelligence

Operation
& clearing

Product design
Investment & research
Client services
Sales & distribution

...

Insisting on exploring clients’
needs and applying advanced
and proven technology.

Continuously optimizing the
industrial ecology.

Source: "China Internet Development Statistics Report", "2017 China E-commerce Annual Report"
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The Blooming Development of Pension Introduces Long-term and Stable Funds for
Mutual Fund Industry and Capital Markets

Pillar One: Basic pension
Covering over 900 Million people and
accumulating over RMB 4.6 Trillion.

Pillar Two: Enterprise annuity
& Occupational annuity
The enterprise annuity covers nearly 80
thousand companies, and the number of
employee participants exceeds 23 Million,
accumulating nearly RMB 1.3 Trillion.

Pillar Three: Enormous potential for
personal pension investment
management
On March 2, 2018, the China Securities
Regulatory Commission officially released the
“Guidelines for Pension Investment Securities
Funds (Trial)”. The Pension Target Fund
provides investors with a one-stop solution for
pension investment.
On April 12, 2018, the Chinese Ministry of
Finance, the State Administration of Taxation,
the Ministry of Human Resources and Social
Security, the China Banking and Insurance
Regulatory Commission, and the China
Securities Regulatory Commission jointly
issued the "Notice on Launching Pilot Individual
Tax-Deferred Commercial Pension".
As of end of 2018, 40 Target Date Funds in
total have been approved.

•

Fund management companies are the main force of pension investment in China with rich experience in managing individual
pension.

•

Basic pension, enterprise annuities, social security funds, and other types managed by mutual fund companies reach RMB 1.5
Trillion, accounting for more than 50% of the market share of domestic investment managers for pension funds.

•

With the experience of 15 years, mutual fund industry has accumulated strong strength in investment research, talents and teams,
product design, risk control and service systems of pension management.

25

New Asset Management Regulation Leads to the Standard and Unified Development

◆ The new asset management regulation fully draws on
the system of the Fund Law and its supporting
regulations, reflecting the affirmation of the system
design of mutual fund industry in the past 20 years.

The People's Bank Of
China

China Banking &
Insurance Regulatory
Commission

China Securities
Regulatory Commission

New Asset
Management
Regulation

◆ The new asset management regulation unifies
regulatory standards and it will lead the entire asset
management industry (including mutual fund industry,
banks, trust, insurance, etc.) to standard and unified
development.
◆ The four major core competencies of mutual fund
industry are professional investment management, risk
management, client service and business innovation,
which will facilitate mutual fund industry to win
superior position in the competition.

26

Improving Market Connect & Opening-up
Improve Market Connect Schemes

•

Mainland and HK regulatory authorities have announced that daily amount of Stock Connect has been expanded 4 times from May 1, 2018.

•

A-shares is officially incorporated into the MSCI index in June 2018.

•

The preparation for Shanghai-London Stock Connect is progressing smoothly, and we are striving for its opening in 2018.

Facilitate Cross-Border Investment and Financing
•

State Administration of foreign Exchange has expanded the amount of qualified domestic institutional investors (QDII).

•

QFII quota is increased to USD 300 billion in Jan 2019.

•

China has increased the total amount of qualified domestic limited partner (QDLP) and qualified domestic investment enterprise (QDIE), to

constantly promote the opening of stock and bond markets.
•

In 2018, China's first D-share will be listed at Sino-Europe International Exchange, in Frankfurt, Germany.

•

Regulatory agencies will also steadily push forward pilot projects for innovative enterprises to issue Chinese Depository Receipts (CDR).

Ease Restrictions on Foreign Financial Institutions in China
•

Expand the scope of foreign financial institutions' business in China.

•

By the end of 2017, China had declared that the upper limit of the foreign shareholding ratio of securities companies, mutual fund companies,
futures companies and insurance companies was relaxed to 51%, and there will be no such limit in 3 years.

14

Prospect of Macro-economic and Capital Market

China-US Trade Conflict Is Eased In The Short Run

➢ History shows that the essence of the China-US Trade conflict is the fight for economy
power between China and the United States, which is likely to be a protracted long-term
problem.
➢ Investors' concerns about future uncertainty are magnified in the A-share market. Since
March in 2018, the SSE Composite Index has fallen by nearly 23.5% due to the trade
conflict and other factors.

16

The Report of 19th CPC National Congress Opens a New Chapter of China's
Economic Transformation and Upgrading
➢ The 19th National Congress guided China's economy transformation and upgrading - the driving force for China's
economic development will change in the future.
➢ Technology innovation, consumption upgrading, and industry upgrading will become the three bright spots in the
economy transformation and upgrading.

Technology innovation
Engineer dividends;
Increase the R & D investment and achieve the
control of the core technology;
Consumption upgrading
• The inevitable
upgrading of
consumption
structure;
• Consumption
upgrading
drives the
economic
growth;

Industry upgrading
• Develop advanced manufacturing
and modern service industries;
• Combination of internet, big data,
artificial intelligence and real
economy
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Not Pessimistic about The Future Domestic Economy
➢ The real GDP growth of 18Q3 was 6.5%, which was slightly slower than the 6.7% of Q2, and the nominal GDP
growth of 18Q3 was 9.7%.
➢ Although the market is worried about the downward pressure on the economy, we are not pessimistic about the
future China’s economy. On the one hand, the financial de-leveraging has been moderated, and the active fiscal
policy has been continuously introduced, which supports the economy. On the other hand, the driving force of the
new economy has been continuously enhanced, which guarantees the medium and long-term economic growth.

GDP growth of 18Q3 is slowdown

PMI is still below the threshold
45
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The Medium and Long-term Driving Force of The Economy Is Forming - The
Economy Structure Is Gradually Adjusted
➢ China has continuously adjusted its economy structure and the contribution of the tertiary industry to GDP has
risen rapidly. And it successfully surpassed the secondary industry in 2014 and became the largest contributor to
GDP.
➢ The trend of industry concentration is clear: in the past few years, both traditional and emerging industries have
shown a trend of increasing concentration.
Obvious trend of industry concentration in both
traditional and emerging industries

The increasing proportion of the tertiary industry in GDP
80
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Source：Wind、China Universal
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Source: Wind, as of 2018 Q3
Note: Accumulated YoY contribution rate to GDP refers to the ratio of the value added of the each industry to the
increase of GDP.
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A-share Valuation Is at The Bottom in History
➢ The current valuation of the A-share market has hit a new low for several years, and the valuation is very close to
the lowest value in 2013 compared to several bottoms in history.
➢ Whether compared historically or with peers, the A-share valuation is at a historical low.

Compared with the bottom of the history, the
current PB valuation is very close to the lowest in
history.
PE
(TTM)

PB
(TTM)

2019 Expected PE of A-share valuations is
low compared with other EM

SSE
Composite
Index

16.88

1.64

998

2008/10/28

13.49

2.07

1665

2013/6/25

9.67

1.31

1850

2016/1/27

12.87

1.47

2638

End of 2018

10.99

1.24

2494

Russia
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Egypt
A-share
Overseas Chinese Share
Hungary
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Greece
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Source：WIND, CICC
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Introduction of China Universal Asset Management

China Universal Asset Management

120

Main Business Lines
95.95

100

86.98
80
66.0168.62

Mutual Fund

E-commerce

60
37.52

40

20

10.50
0.11 1.33

6.91 9.29 9.37 9.10

20.44
12.47

Segregated
Account

Pension

Private
Equity

International
Business

0
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汇添富资产管理规模（美元
十亿）
CUAM’s AUM (USD bn)

Note: As of Q2 of 2018, during the past five years, the average returns of equity mutual funds actively managed
by CUAM are 142%, ranked as No.1 among top 10 fund companies.
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THANKS
China Universal Asset Management Company

www.99fund.com

Tivus公司创办人

Founder of Tivus

Global Developments in Asset
Management: Technology
Developments
Bernard Hanratty
Independent Non-Executive Director
Founder, Tivus Limited

irishfunds.ie
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The players
Large institutions
• Asset managers
• Insurance companies
• Banks
• Potential disruptors

Start-up companies
• Challenge players
• Niche process innovators
• Infrastructure providers

Stakeholders
• Governments
• Regulators
• Industry/trade associations
• Consultants

Investors
• Sweat equity
• Seed investors
• Venture Capital
• Private Equity
irishfunds.ie

Fintech trends
1.

Increased sophistication of data analytics

2.

Automation of asset allocation: robo advisors

3.

Digital experience with human support

4.

New product offerings

5.

Alternative business models

6.

Blockchain – distributed ledger technology transaction
processing and compliance
irishfunds.ie

Fintech engagement
•

60% of asset managers fear loosing part of their business to
fintech companies

•

But 45% do not have fintech / digitisation at the hear of their
strategy

•

Asset managers have been slow to offer on-line or digital
platforms for their customers

•

34% of Asset Managers globally have no engagement with fintech
companies, and partnerships / acquisitions are rare

irishfunds.ie

Start-up lifecycle
The essential question to be asked of every start-up:
“what problem are you trying to solve?”
and
“Why will a person / company pay for it?”

•

Most founders come from industry

•

Teething issues are inevitable

•

Testing commercial viability is key - either proceed, declare failure or pivot

•

Mentorship coupled with investment is a valuable strategy if the right partner can be
found

•

Procurement processes in large companies are extremely difficult to navigate

irishfunds.ie

Collaboration models
•

The primary model for collaboration is the concept of an Incubator
or Accelerator programme

•

The fintech companies participating may receive
o Office accommodation
o Mentorship
o Collaborative solution design
o Investment

•

The host typically invites guests (clients, investors) to a “pitch-day”
at the end of the programme to assist with client acquisition and
investment for the start-ups
irishfunds.ie

Fintech in Ireland
•

There is a thriving fintech industry in Ireland

•

Second annual dedicated conference, Adminovate, on Thursday,
17th January at Trinity College Dublin

•

Examples of Irish start-ups
Risk monitoring and regulatory reporting
Risk monitoring and regulatory reporting
Investment compliance monitoring
Reconciliation Automation
irishfunds.ie

Conclusion
•

Innovation through fintech is here to stay

•

There is a rich community of innovators using new technologies
and designing new process that will be ignored at the peril of the
industry

•

Both large institutions and fintech companies need to be
empathetic to their differing cultures, and to find a way to
overcome those challenges in order to mutually benefit

“The whole is bigger than the sum of the parts” – collaboration
is the recipe for success
irishfunds.ie

布朗兄弟哈里曼银行董事总经理

MD of Brown Brothers Harriman

Global Developments in Asset
Management: Developments in
Distribution and Investor
Demands
Alan O’Sullivan
Managing Director, Brown Brothers
Harriman

irishfunds.ie

Investment Fund Landscape

irishfunds.ie

Global Industry (Q3 – 2018)
Worldwide Regulated Open End Funds Net Assets –
By Asset Class
Source: EFAMA International Statistical Release – Q3 2018
19.9

Worldwide Funds Net Assets – By Geography

Africa, $0.17
Asia and Pacific,
$5.75

42.7

$46.64
17.2

Europe, $15.58

Trillion

Americas, $25.13

1.5
7.6

11.1

0.1
Americas

Bond

Balanced-Mixed

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Money Market

Other

Equity

Europe

Asia and Pacific

Africa

Worldwide regulated open-ended fund assets increased by 2.1% to €46.64 trillion in Q3 2018
Worldwide net cash flow to all funds amounted to €169 billion

Source: EFAMA International Statistical Release – Q3 2018
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European Asset Management Industry – Q3
2018
€16 Trillion Industry

Industry Scale

UCITS €10 Trillion

Product Breakdown

European Managers – 56% of Assets

Manager Origin

ROW – 14%
of Assets

Cross Border - Sourced 77% of Assets from Europe

Source Of Flows

APAC
13%

Europe 77%

Global Breakdown
European Breakdown

AIF €6 Trillion
US Managers
30% of Assets

Rest
30%
1994

Italy
23%

Switzerland
17%

Germany
12%

UK
11%

LatAm
3%

Other
7%

Spain
7%

269 funds registered for sale in 5 or More countries

Distribution
2018

12,607 funds registered for sale in 5 or
More countries

European Breakout
Irish Investment Funds Industry?

•
•
•
•

Over 900 fund managers from 50+ countries
Servicing €4.4 Trillion in total AuA (€2.4 Trillion in Irish Domiciled)
Distribution to 70 Countries
30 languages and 28 currencies fully supported.

Rest of Europe
France
Germany
Luxembourg
Ireland
0.00

1.00

2.00
UCITS

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

AIF

irishfunds.ie

Where is the money coming from? $899bn
Net Sales Globally 2017
€300,000

EFAMA International Statistics – Q3
€247,731

MILLIONS OF EURO

€100,000

€271,159
€238,818

€234,361

€250,000

€80,000

€215,885
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European Flows - 2018 YTD

€181,121
€145,475

€178,281

€60,000

€89,083
€76,602

€53,942

€152,274
€137,876

€40,000

€115,760

€26,628

€98,057
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€18,763

€14,742
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€11,365
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2018 Q1

€0
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Asia & Pacific

2017 Q4

2018 Q2
-€16,229

-€20,000
Ireland

Europe

- Biggest Outflows in Q3 2018

2018 Q3

Luxembourg

Rest of Europe

- Biggest Inflows in Q3 2018

- Europe – France (-€8.3bn), UK (€-5.05bn)
- Europe – Germany (€19.79bn), Ireland (€18.73bn)
- Americas – Argentina (-€4.53bn), Chile (-€2.9bn) - Americas – US (€113.49)
- Asia – China (-€35.73), India (-€10.83bn)
- Asia – Japan(€35.23)

EFAMA International Statistics – Q3

irishfunds.ie

Fund Sales Activity

irishfunds.ie

Largest Promoters of Irish Domiciled
Product
Top 25 Irish Domiciled Structures

Top 25 Promoters with Irish Domiciled Product
Promoter

Source: Monetary Ireland Fund Report
US$2018
TNAV 30-Jun-18

Scheme & Umbrella Name

Promoter/Initiator

Legal Status

PIMCO Funds: Global Investors Series plc

PIMCO

UCITS

$159,958,046,795

Institutional Cash Series plc

Blackrock

UCITS

$144,637,525,241

$132,158,412,043

Goldman Sachs Funds plc

Goldman Sachs

UCITS

$103,663,133,447

Insight Investment

$128,076,092,017

Vanguard Investment Series plc

Vanguard Group

UCITS

$86,790,599,272

Goldman Sachs

$111,298,486,310

iShares plc

Blackrock

UCITS - ETF

$82,376,343,878

LDI Solutions Plus ICAV

Insight Investment

AIF

$62,679,291,437

iShares III plc

Blackrock

UCITS - ETF

$58,537,128,560

LGIM Liquidity Funds plc

Legal & General

UCITS

$47,538,488,796

iShares VII plc

Blackrock

UCITS - ETF

$47,454,167,249

Blackrock

$562,392,230,024

PIMCO

$179,133,996,236

Vanguard Group

US$ TNAV 30-Jun-18

Mercer Global Investments

$97,835,737,881

Legal & General

$97,606,542,606

State Street

$80,610,527,811

HSBC

$45,157,415,929

iShares II plc

Blackrock

UCITS - ETF

$46,470,980,400

Deutsche Asset Management

$44,001,427,626

LGIM (Ireland) Risk Management Solutions plc

Legal & General

AIF

$43,467,991,062

Russell Investments

$43,158,218,882

Insight Liquidity Funds plc

Insight Investment

UCITS

$43,134,876,328

Northern Trust

$41,456,899,657

Vanguard Funds plc

Vanguard Group

UCITS - ETF

$38,934,790,846

Mediolanum

$41,062,472,622

BlackRock Index Selection Fund

Blackrock

UCITS

$38,906,407,360

Aviva Investors

$35,892,291,838

HSBC Global Liquidity Funds plc

HSBC

UCITS

$37,715,583,839

Marshall Wace

$34,708,933,708

Aviva Investors Liquidity Funds plc

Aviva Investors

UCITS

$35,892,291,838

Standard Life Aberdeen

$34,612,212,175

MGI Funds plc

Mercer Global Investments

UCITS

$34,407,502,530

Barings

$34,019,126,034
Mercer QIF Fund plc

Mercer Global Investments

AIF

$32,888,771,283

Invesco

$32,982,306,761
State Street Global Advisors Liquidity plc

State Street

UCITS

$31,368,782,483

Marshall Wace Investment Strategies

Marshall Wace

AIF

$29,342,963,667

Legg Mason Global Funds plc

Legg Mason Group

UCITS

$29,146,420,764

Legg Mason Group

$32,053,920,268

UBS

$28,378,112,686

GAM

$26,396,638,922

Northern Trust Global Funds plc

Northern Trust

UCITS

$26,582,716,005

M&G

$25,842,034,909

GAM Star Fund plc

GAM

UCITS

$26,318,975,214

Hewitt Risk Management Services

$25,503,767,099

Mercer QIF CCF

Mercer Global Investments

AIF -CCF

$25,457,208,599

Old Mutual

$25,337,781,101

Neuberger Berman

$25,000,141,999

Standard Life Investments Liquidity Fund plc

Standard Life Aberdeen

UCITS

$25,258,024,366

Source: Monetary Ireland Fund Report 2018
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2018 YTD Winners

Sources: FundRadar and Broadridge FundFile
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Key European Distribution Channels

Source: Irish Funds 2018
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Greater China – Promoters in Ireland

Source: Monterey Ireland Fund Report 2018 (June 18 Data) – Promoters/Initiators domiciled in Greater China
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Recent Investment Trends in
Europe
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European Market
Key Investment Trends

1.

2.

3.

Multi-asset is a significant investment space and permeates those individual, country asset class preferences
•

Funds are either being marketed as a component of a traditional or alternative, multi-asset discretionary
portfolio and/or on a stand-alone basis

•

Significant rise in the number of multi-manager, fund-of-funds and risk-rated outcome fund launches within the
industry to meet investor demand in a post-MIFID II environment where rebates are no longer the norm

Fund selectors and other institutional fund buyers are key
•

They account for more than 90% of the European asset pool invested in funds

•

It’s all about business-to-business in terms of their underlying buying behaviors

B2B investment fund platforms are important access points
•

Asset under administration on B2B platforms reached €2.4 trillion at the end of 2017

•

Expected to grow to €4.3 trillion by 2021 (45% of total assets currently)

•

This growth is coupled with a wave of rapid consolidation
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Institutional Insights - Europe ex UK Investors & Consultants

DEFINITIONS (eVestment Advantage Viewership Report – December 2018)

•

Top by Increase: products, firms, and universes with the largest increase in the proportion of views they captured in the most recent month compared to the
proportion of views they received in the prior six months

•
•

Top Viewed: the most viewed products, firms, and universes by institutional investors and consultants in the most recent month
Top by Average Views Per Product : universes with the highest average number of views per product; universes must have more than one product reviewed for
inclusion

DEFINITIONS (eVestment Advantage Viewership Report – December 2018)

•
•
•

Top by Increase: products, firms, and universes with the largest increase in the proportion of views they captured in the most recent month compared to the proportion of views they received in the prior six months
Top Viewed: the most viewed products, firms, and universes by institutional investors and consultants in the most recent month
Top by Average Views Per Product : universes with the highest average number of views per product; universes must have more than one product reviewed for inclusion
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Trends in European Product
Investment and Asset Allocation
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•
•
•
•

Alternatives are rapidly becoming mainstream, with over $8trillion in Alternative assets Globally
PwC’s 2017 report: “Asset & Wealth Management Revolution: Embracing Exponential Change” Estimate that Alternatives will account for 15% of Global AUM by the year 2025 (Reference Graph)
Investment in multiple alternative asset classes is now the norm for institutional Investors
Funds are moving to onshore jurisdictions with strong tax transparency and regulatory infrastructure
– Ireland has been a strong recipient of open ended liquid funds holding liquid strategies like hedge
funds and liquid alternatives.
– Luxembourg tends to be the go to for illiquid funds (closed ended commit and contribute fund
structures), such as buy and hold private equity and real assets including real estate and
infrastructure.

PROJECTED AUM IN TRILLIONS

1. Where is the Money Going?
Alternatives
25
20
15
10
5
0
2018

2025

YEAR
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2. Where is the Money Going?
ETF
Why ETFs?
•

Low cost, transparent, intraday trading, operationally efficient, etc…

Recent developments in European ETFs?
•

Smart Beta strategies continue to emerge

•

Many traditionally active managers moving into the European ETF market. This include US, European and Asian asset managers

•

Many view the ETF wrapper as complimentary to their existing mutual fund ranges

•

MIFID II has seen a significant increase in ETF liquidity transparency with 2018 trading volumes estimated > $2 trillion (up from $500bn in 2017)

•

ESG is a strong theme in new ETF products

•

Fixed Income ETFs continue to see new product development

•

Beginning to see the emergence of Active ETFs (albeit transparent)

•

ETF share classes of mutual funds are now permitted by CBI

•

All major investment banks and brokers investing heavily in ETF trading capabilities

•

Continued to see strong net inflows in ETFs despite fall in global stock markets

Why Ireland for ETFs?
•

Over 55% of European ETF AUM is Domiciled in Ireland - all large players are present

•

Cluster of ETF knowledge across service providers

•

Ireland has been at the core of ETF product development since 2001

•

A number of established and emerging market makers present in Ireland

•

A progressive regulator that understands ETFs and in proactive in the development of the industry.
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3. Where is the Money Going?
Sustainable & Responsible Investment
Sustainable Finance Initiatives
• The UN Global Compact
• The UN Principles for Responsible Investment
• The UN Principles for Sustainable Insurance
• Montreal Carbon Pledge
• The Global Sullivan Principles
• The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
• Embankment Project for Inclusive Capitalism (EPIC)

“To prosper over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance,
but also show how it makes a positive contribution to society” - Larry Fink, CEO of
BlackRock
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3. Where is the Money Going? - Sustainable
& Responsible Investment?
Approach

Concept

Sustainable
(‘best-in-class’)

Selection of the best companies/issuers in their sector with regard to sustainable development

Thematic

Selection of the best companies/issuers according to a specific sustainable development theme (e.g. renewable energies, eater treatment,
etc.)

Engagement

Voting at general meetings….Dialogue with companies….Shareholder action/lobbying…
Engagement adds an extra overlay to other sustainable & responsible investment approaches or traditional management

Normative

Selection of companies/issuers according to their observance of the main international treaties (e.g. Conventions of the International Labour
Organisation, etc.)

Ethical

Exclusion of companies/issuers involved in controversial activities (e.g. alcohol, gambling, animal testing, etc.)

Solidarity

Solidarity Funds: Investment in solidarity projects / Microcredit funds
Sharing Funds: Payment of all of some of the income / management fees / subscription fees to charitable organsiations
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Why Ireland?

•

•

Source: IMD World competitiveness Scorecard 2016

What Differentiates Ireland?

Why Ireland?

•

Combines a native English speaking environment
and common law framework within the EU which
makes it more accessible for global clients

•

Bond Connect – Allows overseas funds to
invest in bonds traded in CIBM in transactions
carried out in Hong Kong

•

Young and highly educated workforce

•

•

Doesn’t impose annual subscription taxes on funds

MSCI (China A-Share Inclusion) – Proposal is
based on Stock Connect Framework

•

Has higher combined global rankings in
competitiveness (7th in World*) and flexibility and
adaptability of people (1st in World) allowing its
offering to be more cost effective

•

QFII Scheme – Application for quota to invest
in China Markets

•

RQFII Scheme – Facilitates the use of RMB
held outside of China to be invested in China’s
securities market – Ireland was granted RQFII
quota of RMB 50 billion in December 2016

Source: IMD World competitiveness Scorecard 2016
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迈普达律师事务所合伙人

Partner of Maples and Calder

Global Developments in Asset
Management
Moderator:
Michelle Lloyd, Maples and Calder

Panellists:
Bernard Hanratty, Tivus
Alan O’Sullivan, Brown Brothers Harriman
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迈普达律师事务所合伙人

Tivus公司创办人

布朗兄弟哈里曼银行董事总经理

Partner of Maples and Calder

Founder of Tivus

MD of Brown Brothers Harriman

Coffee Break

亚洲合规咨询公司首席执行官

CEO of ComplianceAsia
Consulting Ltd

Global Regulatory Update:
GDPR & AML
Philippa Allen
CEO, ComplianceAsia
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General Data Protection Regulation of EU
•
•
•

Aim
o Simplify compliance by standardizing data protection laws
across the EU
Effect
o Replace and repeal existing EU Data Protection Directive
(95/46/EC)
Timeline
o GDPR effective on 25 May 2018
GDPR as Regulation
applies directly and
becomes part of each
Member State’s legal
framework

EU Data Protection
Directive sets desired
results and policies but
depends upon Member
State to implement them into
national law
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Key points
Top fine: higher of
€20m or 4% of
worldwide turnover

New data subject
rights: to be
forgotten & data
portability

Strict rapid date
breach reporting

Accountability: must
document
processing, controls
and audit same

Stricter consent
rules; more
extensive privacy
notices

Wide territorial
scope

Processor liability

Export – some
streamlining & some
further restriction
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Definitions
•

•

Data controller determines the purposes for which and the manner
in which personal data is processed either on its own or jointly or
in common with other companies
o Data controller exercises overall control over the 'why' and the
'how' of a data processing activity.
A data processor is responsible for processing personal data on
behalf of a controller.
o If you are a processor, the GDPR places specific legal
obligations on you.
o Required to maintain records of personal data and processing
activities.
o Havelegal liability if you are responsible for a breach.
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Extra Territorial Application
•

Data processors or controllers:
o With an establishment in the EU, or
o Established outside the EU, that offer goods or
o Services to individuals in the EU, or monitor the behaviour of
individuals in the EU. [Art 3]
o Can apply to PRC based firms
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Non EU Firms in Scope
Establishment in the EU
•An establishment can be a branch of subsidiary
•Processing need not be in EU
•Minimal nexus can trigger application

Offering of goods and services
•Can apply even if the entity has no presence in the EU
•Look to intent to determine
•local domain names
•EU customer references
•Prices offered in Euros

Monitoring
•Can apply even if the entity has no presence in the EU
•Includes “tracking on the internet”
•But behavior must take place in the EU

Indirect application
•Application through contract
•Where EU-based third parties will be required to impose
contractual requirements that stem from the GDPR
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Definition of Personal Data
•

Any Information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (EU)

•

An identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly

•

In particular by reference to
o

Identifier such as a name;

o

Identification number;

o

Location data

o

Online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the
physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that natural person [Art 4(1)]
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Sensitive Personal Data
•

Category of sensitive personal data.

•

Processing of sensitive personal data is allowed only under
specific circumstances. [Art 9]
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Sensitive Personal Data
•

A fund manager will process the personal data of:
o

Its investors that are individuals;

o

Its own employees and officers;

o

In the case of its investors organised as entities, the personal
data of the directors, members, shareholders and other
beneficial owners of that investor (as required for know-yourclient (KYC) and related anti-money laundering (AML)
purposes).
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Data Processor Obligations
•

Processors are imposed with additional obligations, such as:
o

Maintaining records of processing;

o

Ensuring security of processing;

o

Reporting data breaches;

o

Designating Data Protection Officers, etc.

o

[Arts 30, 32-33, 37] Data
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Data Processor Obligations
•

Data processors are imposed with additional obligations, such as:
o

Maintaining records of processing;

o

Ensuring security of processing;

o

Reporting data breaches;

o

Designating Data Protection Officers, etc.

o

[Arts 30, 32-33, 37] Data
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Privacy Notice Requirements
Information to be provided
Identity of controller
Whether it is obligatory or voluntary to supply the personal data and the consequences of failure to supply
Purposes of processing
Categories of recipients of personal data
Rights of access and correction

Categories of personal data that are collected
Identity of DPO
Details of grounds to justify processing including the “legitimate business interests” relied on
International transfers
The length of time that personal data will be stored
Additional data subject rights
i.

Erasure of personal data

ii.

Restriction of processing

iii. Objection to processing
iv. Portability
v.

Withdraw consent at any time

vi. The right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority
Information about automated decision making and profiling
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Contracts with Data Processors
Data controller must implement mandated contractual terms with the processor under
Article 28:
• The contract must set out
o The subject-matter and duration of the processing
o The nature and purpose of the processing
o The type of personal data and categories of data subjects
o The obligations and rights of the controller.
• Obligations
o Must process the personal data only on documented instructions from controller
(including with regard to transfers of personal data to a third country or an
international organisation)
o Ensure confidentiality
o Take appropriate measures to ensure security
o Cannot sub-contract without consent
o Provide assistance with responding to data subject rights, carrying out data
protection impact assessment, breach notification
o Contribute to audit and inspection to demonstrate compliance
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Breach Notification
•

•
•

A personal data breach is a breach of security leading to the
accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized
disclosure of, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or
otherwise processed
Mandatory notification regime
Both controllers and processors have obligations
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Breach Notification
Who to notify in the event of a personal data breach
• Processors to notify data controllers
• Controllers:
o As a general rule, notify supervisory authority
o If the breach is likely to cause a “high risk” to affected subjects, notify data subjects
When to notify in the event of a personal data breach
• Processor to controller – without undue delay after becoming aware of it
• Controller
o To supervisory authority
- Not later than 72 hours after having become aware of it
- If notification is not made within 72 hours, the controller must provide a
“reasoned justification” for the delay
o To data subjects
- Without undue delay
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Breach Notification
•

A notification to a supervisory authority must at least:
a)
Describe the nature of personal data breach, including where it is
possible the number and categories of data subjects and personal data
records affected
b)
Provide the data protection officer’s contact information;
c)
Describe the likely consequences of the personal data breach; and
d)
Describe how the controller has addressed or proposes to address the
breach

•

A notification to a data subject must describe in clear and plain language the
nature of the breach and:
a)
(b), (c) & (d) in the above
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Fines
Not automatic - series of
considerations that influence
the fine
Up to the greater of 4% of
an undertaking’s total
annual worldwide turnover
or €20 million for a more
limited set of violations,
including violation of :
• data subject rights
• basic principles for
processing
• data transfer rules

Up to the greater of 2% of
an undertaking’s total
annual worldwide turnover
or €10 million for a large
number of violations,
including full set of
obligations on controller
and processors

Among the most
significant
changes
introduced by
the GDPR
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Enforcement Outside the EU
•
•

•
•
•

If entity has EU “establishment”, then DPA would likely look to that
establishment
DPA can also enforce against party’s EU “representative” if
appointed, but mechanism is unclear
Directly – DPA can seek judgement and then try to enforce in nonEU jurisdiction, but many jurisdictions will not enforce fines or
penalties
Indirectly – DPA could order third parties to suspend data flows to
party
Civil claims – GDPR permits data subject to seek remedies and
compensation for violations. These civil claim judgements can be
enforced in most non-EU jurisdictions
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Latest AML Developments
•

Cayman Islands
o Policies and Procedures and AML requirements for Cayman
funds
o Appointment of AMLO and MLRO and deputies
o Substance requirements in the Cayman Islands

•

Hong Kong
o New SFC Guidelines on AML and CTF November 2018
o More flexibility in beneficial ownership (25%) and address
requirements
o Domestic and foreign PEPS distinguished
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Latest AML Developments
•

EU 5th Anti Money Laundering Directive
o E-money and pre paid cards subject to due diligence
o Crypto exchanges and virtual wallet provides must do CDD,
monitoring and suspicious reporting
o UBO Registers of company ownership publicly accessible
o Similar UBO for trusts
o Each state to issue list of prominent public functions
o EU to produce list of high risk third countries where EU firms
must do EDD
o Art traders to report deals over E10,000
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汇丰银行跨境销售总监

Head of Cross Border Sales
HSBC

Global Regulatory Update:
Brexit
Paul Heffernan
Head of Cross Border Sales, HSBC
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Brexit: three interdependent themes
Current context

Target outcome
Continuity in UK investor
access to EU/Irish funds

OVER 2,700 IRISH
FUNDS SOLD TO UK
INVESTORS1

Distribution

Management
Models
(‘Delegation’)

Growth

$750 bn2 IN IRISH FUND
ASSETS MANAGED BY 190+ UK
FIRMS IN IRELAND2
SOURCE: 1-Lipper IM Dec 2017
2-Monterrey Ireland Fund Report 2018

Continuity in UK
firm
management
of Irish funds

Increase Ireland’s growth
trajectory as an international
asset management centre
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Brexit Timeline

Article 50 can be
extended or
revoked

Possible Transition Period

Transition period
could be extended
if agreed by both
sides
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Brexit – what is industry seeing
•

Significant increase in Brexit related applications to the Central Bank of Ireland for:
o

Management Companies (ManCo’s)

o

Alternative Investment Fund Managers (AIFMs)

o

MiFID entities

•

Any firm which to access the EU and requires an EU presence or license should be
taking action now

•

Strong evidence of creation or upscaling of physical presence in Ireland from a range of
investment managers – this will continue

•

Increasing scrutiny by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) of Brexit
related relocation applications

•

Continuing questions from industry regarding cooperation agreement between the UK
and each of the 27 remaining NCAs (national competent authorities)
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Short Game versus Long Game
Short-term considerations
• Applications for authorisations to
continue serving clients in the event
of a no-deal Brexit
• Cooperation Agreements and the
Temporary Permissions Regime
• Nature and length of any transition
period
• Business “won or lost” by competing
locations.

Long-term considerations
• Brexit specific matters become BAU
considerations

• Policy and legislative environment for
financial services in the EU post 2019
– Populism
– New European Commission
– New European Parliament
• General orientation towards 3rd
Countries
• Ireland’s strategic response
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What does Brexit mean for stakeholders?

Policy Makers
&
Legislators

Regulators

Industry
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Some areas of current focus
Regulatory/Legislative
• Reform of the European Supervisory
Authorities (ESAs)
• Industry engaging intensively to
ensure delegation of portfolio
management continues in current
form and under scrutiny of national
regulators without additional
oversight / approval from ESMA

•

EU Cross Border Distribution
• Industry continues to input on this
engagement to increase efficiency of
EU cross border distribution

Product
• Updating of Ireland’s Investment
Limited Partnership Legislation
• Draft Bill expected in coming weeks
• Will provide additional scope for
private equity and real asset funds.
• Pan European Personal Pension Plan
(PEPP)
• Industry white paper published on
PEPP and prepared case studies
which assisted progression through
ECON committee. Now progressing
through trilogue with more favourable
pay-out provisions.
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安睿顺德伦律师事务所
注册国外律师

Registered Lawyer of
Eversheds Sutherland

Global Regulatory Update
Moderator:
Paul Moloney, Eversheds Sutherland

Panellists:
Paul Heffernan, HSBC
Philippa Allen, Compliance Asia
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安睿顺德伦律师事务所注册国外律师

亚洲合规咨询公司首席执行官

汇丰银行证券服务部欧洲跨境销售总监

Registered Lawyer of Eversheds

CEO of ComplianceAsia

Head of Cross Border Sales – EMEA，

Sutherland

Consulting Ltd

HSBC Securities Services

Closing Remarks
Pat Lardner
Chief Executive, Irish Funds
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CLOSING REMARKS

